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	The main purpose of statistical theory is to derive from observations of a
	random phenomenon an inference about the probability distribution underlying
	this phenomenon. That is, it provides either an analysis (description)
	of a past phenomenon, or some predictions about a future phenomenon of
	a similar nature. In this book, we insist on the decision-oriented aspects of
	statistical inference because, first, these analysis and predictions are usually
	motivated by an objective purpose (whether a company should launch
	a new product, a racing boat should modify its route, a new drug should be
	put on the market, an individual should sell shares, etc.) having measurable
	consequences (monetary results, position at the end of the race, recovery
	rate of patients, benefits, etc.). Second, to propose inferential procedures
	implies that one should stand by them, i.e., that the statistician thinks they
	are preferable to alternative procedures. Therefore, there is a need for an
	evaluative tool that allows for the comparison of different procedures; this is
	the purpose of Decision Theory. As with most formal definitions, this view
	of Statistics ignores some additional aspects of statistical practice such as
	those related to data collection (surveys, design of experiments, etc.). This
	book does, as well, although we do not want to diminish the importance of
	these omitted topics.
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Control of Interactive Robotic Interfaces: A Port-Hamiltonian Approach (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics, no. 29)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"This book deals with the important problem of modeling and controlling the interaction between two physical systems—from one side the robot and from the other side its environment. … It is a suitable tool to formally model physical systems based on the energy concept and its relations. The authors introduce...
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The Korean Peace Process and Civil Society: Towards Strategic Peacebuilding (Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“This is a must-read book for anyone searching for insight into the peace process of the divided Korean peninsula. As a peace researcher and activist, the author highlights the role of civil society in making peacebuilding possible and sustainable on the Korean peninsula. This volume opens a new horizon to the study of...
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Beginning R: The Statistical Programming LanguageWrox Press, 2012

	This book is about data analysis and the programming language called R. This is rapidly becoming the de facto standard among professionals, and is used in every conceivable discipline from science and medicine to business and engineering.


	R is more than just a computer program; it is a statistical programming environment and...
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Build Mobile Apps with Ionic 4 and Firebase: Hybrid Mobile App DevelopmentApress, 2018

	
		
			Leverage your existing web development skills to learn the whole cycle of hybrid mobile app development. This edition is fully updated with the changes in Ionic 4, including Stencil, a new framework based on the web components standard. It explains Ionic and Firebase in detail, including how to create hybrid...
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PostgreSQL: The comprehensive guide to building, programming, and administering PostgreSQL databases, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2005
The second edition of the best-selling PostgreSQL has been updated to completely cover new  features and capabilities of the 8.0 version of PostgreSQL. You will be lead  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database chapter,  offering an easy-to-read, code-based approach...
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Radically Transparent: Monitoring and Managing Reputations OnlineSybex, 2008
The explosion of social media blogs, social networking sites, and video sharing sites has ushered in a new era of digital transparency that puts the power to enhance or destroy a reputation in the hands of the consumer. This timely and practical book shows you how to harness the power of social media with crucial, proven tactics and strategies...
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